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Step
These are the
steps in your
program

Problem
These are their

problems

Solution
These are the
results they get

Benefits
These are what life

feels and looks like to
have the results

Tools
This is the tool that
gets them there

Talk Your Walk It takes hours to
explain what you do
(and still the prospect

is confused)

Say what you do
with crystal clarity
so that anyone can
understand in less
than a minute.

You have increased
clarity and confidence.
Your words attract and

magnetize your
Destiny Clients to you.

Destiny Client
Directive

Create
Irresistible
Offers

*You are a Spiritual
Badass but you're

working your ass off
and your paychecks
do not reflect your
time and energy

output.

Book higher value,
deeper dives with
clients you love and
pay you what you’re

worth.

You feel abundantly
supported by your

work. The time, money
and energy you spent
to be the badass you
are is coming back to

you tenfold.

Divine Aligned
Offer Creation

Resonate Your
Truth - Never
Sound Sales-y

*You need to sell
yourself but do not
want to sound salesy.
You don’t want to
feel manipulative

when selling yourself.
*Money

conversations make
you cringe.

Have only truly
heart centered

conversations with
your prospective
clients and enroll
them into your
deepest level of

service.

*You never have forced
conversations that feel
pushy or awkward.

*Money conversations
feel easier.

You are have soul
connections with

clients

Divine Aligned
Sales Call

Rhythm and
Flow

The business side of
things feels like a
game you have to

play.
You feel you have to
become someone
you are not in order
to offer your gifts.

Be yourself while
you change the
world with your
work. Create
win-wins and
nothing less.

Your business reflects
your Soul.

Blue Ocean Exercise
and Working in

Your Zone of Genius


